Algorithm for AEEG data selection leading to wireless and long term epilepsy monitoring.
High quality, wireless ambulatory EEG (AEEG) systems that can operate over extended periods of time are not currently feasible due to the high power consumption of wireless transmitters. Previous work has thus proposed data reduction by only transmitting sections of data that contain candidate epileptic activity. This paper investigates algorithms by which this data selection can be carried out. It is essential that the algorithm is low power and that all possible features are identified, even at the expense of more false detections. Given this, a brief review of spike detection algorithms is carried out with a view to using these algorithms to drive the data reduction process. A CWT based algorithm is deemed most suitable for use and an algorithm is described in detail and its performance tested. It is found that over 90% of expert marked spikes are identified whilst giving a 40% reduction in the amount of data to be transmitted and analysed. The performance varies with the recording duration in response to each detection and this effect is also investigated. The proposed algorithm will form the basis of new a AEEG system that allows wireless and longer term epilepsy monitoring.